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Private sector performance: Key sector overview 
Agriculture Agriculture is a key sector, contributing 13% to GDP and some 17% of employment in the node. The 

sector comprises two distinct agricultural sub-economies – large-scale, predominantly white-owned 
commercial farming of maize, sugar cane, timber and livestock which occurs mainly around Vryheid 
and Pongola; and secondly, emerging black farmers throughout the district. Traditional, mainly 
subsistence farming of food staples and Nguni cattle occurs on communal trust land, which is generally 
located in areas of lesser agricultural potential. Emerging farmers face challenges in terms of skills, 
access to inputs and ability to access markets. Significant opportunities exist for the sector to expand, 
especially on the Makhathini Flats. Opportunities include growing diversified crops and vegetables for 
export, as well as producing sugar cane for the proposed ethanol plant. 

Tourism The broader retail, wholesale, catering and accommodation sector contributes 11% of GDP and some 
11% of employment in the node. Zululand boasts a variety of attractions, including the popular 
Pongolapoort Dam and several top-quality lodges and game parks. It is the cultural heart of the Zulu 
nation and contains important sites such as the eMakhosini Valley and the Royal Zulu Palace. In order 
to realise its potential, Zululand needs to upgrade infrastructure, build facilities and, most importantly, 
package and market tours in the area in partnership with private operators. 

Mining  Zululand’s economy was once founded on coal mining, which has virtually disappeared and is no longer 
a significant contributor to employment. 

Public sector performance: General observations 
� Challenges exist with skills and capacity due to the influx of several new, relatively inexperienced government 

officials.  
� The public sector needs to improve interaction with the private sector to understand investor needs and react 

accordingly. 
� LED programme and project management and implementation skills and capacity are a key constraint. 

Opportunities to facilitate economic growth 
Specific investment opportunities 

Commercial cattle farming Aggregate cattle herders and provide them with support 
Soya growth for bio-diesel plant A plant to be located in Newcastle would require a supply of 600,000 tonnes p/a 
Infrastructure upgrades Upgrading roads and border posts would improve the area’s accessibility 
Tourism / property development on 
Pongolapoort Dam 

Jobs created: 10,000 temporary jobs in the construction phase of the project and 
approximately 1,500 permanent jobs in maintenance, hospitality services, etc. 

  
General actions 

� Create incentives for tourists and operators to visit the area, e.g. upgrade roads, build accommodation in eMakhosini 
Valley and develop Pongolapoort Dam.  

� Work with tour operators and tourism businesses within and nearby the node to create and market attractive packages 
that link multiple destinations. 

� Build a mentorship system between established and emerging farmers. 
� Create structures / organisations to aggregate emerging farmers and decrease input and transport costs. 

Population 964,000 (Zululand IDP, 2005) Rural population 88% 

Employment rate 16% (average for rural nodes: 
15%; average for SA: 33%) 

Min Grade 12 education 17% of population aged 20+ 

Potential labour pool* 53% of total population Access to electricity 
GDP per capita R 5,347 (Quantec)  

38% of households (average for rural 
nodes: 43%; average for SA: 70%) 


